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Mapping the spaces of seduction: morality, gender and the city in early nineteenth-

century Britain 

Katie Barclay, University of Adelaide 

 

In December 1816, a young Lieutenant Allan Maclean testified on behalf of his fellow soldier 

and friend Henry Dive Townshend (1795-1882), during John Creighton’s suit against 

Townshend for seducing his young daughter, Catherine Matilda Creighton.1 One evening 

while Maclean and Townshend walked along the Dublin Canal, they passed fifteen-year-old 

Catherine walking with her four-year-old sister on an errand for their father. It was roughly 

eight o’clock at night. Maclean was called to testify to the nature of their meeting, describing 

how they passed by Catherine but Townshend turned back and ran after her, returning to 

meet him five minutes later. Maclean observed of her that ‘She appeared to be a girl of loose 

character walking about the Canal’. Maclean then continued with a list of other occasions 

that he had seen Catherine walking through town, mentioning the street names, time of day 

and her company, including ‘another female’ and a Lieutenant Bender. John Creighton’s 

lawyer, Mr Wallace, interrogated Maclean on the latter encounter that happened in the 

evening, asking him ‘Was Bender’s character, I say, so bad that it would be disgraceful for a 

female to speak to him?, to which Maclean replied: 

 

A. I did not conceive it proper for a female to speak to him at that hour.  

Q. Then it is quite right for a female who accidentally meets a person that she knows 

in the street to be considered by those who meet her as a woman of bad character?  

A. I thought she was a stranger to Mr Bender, I believe she was. ...  

Q, You met her in Merrion-square some time in August; now Merrion-square is I 

suppose as full of women of bad character, as the Canal? 

A. I do not know. 

Q. Do you believe that the Canal is a more proper place, or which scene do you think 

most proper?  



 

A. Merrion Square, I believe in the day.  

Q. Am I to understand, that ladies walk in the Summer there, until ten o’clock at 

night?  

A. Protected.  

Q. Then do you believe, that if an Officer’s wife, happens to be unprotected, any 

gentleman, who chooses, may take liberties with her?  

A. I do not conceive, that it is a proper place for a female to walk, at that time of night.  

Q. And if it is not, do you mean to convey, that if a young girl, happens to be found 

there in an unprotected situation; any gentleman, who chooses, is at liberty to treat 

her as he pleases; do you mean to convey that? 

A. Not at all.  

Q. Then if so, do you believe that the man, who seduced her on that night, is guilty or 

innocent?  

A. (None made by the witness).2    

 

 In this intelligent piece of cross-examination, the well-known lawyer Thomas Wallace 

attempted to unpick the cultural assumptions that were tied to women’s movements in time 

and space in an Irish city, seeking to articulate and so interrogate the relationship between 

the urban, gender, sexual morality and manly honour. Women’s movements through the city, 

particularly after dusk, became closely tied to their sexual reputations (with women who 

moved unprotected after dark viewed as immoral and therefore sexually available). Yet what 

about the vulnerable middle-class woman caught out in the wrong time and place? Was she 

to be exploited, or did the demands of masculine honour require middle-class men to take 

such women into their protection? And, if so, how were men to know who was an honourable 

woman and who was of ‘loose character’? Underlying and unsaid during this discussion, of 

course, was the implication that women of ‘loose character’ were sexually available, their 

exploitation of little concern.   



 

 Recent work on space and human behaviour has moved from thinking about space 

as a fixed entity that humans behave on, or as the structures of the landscape that puts 

boundaries around human behaviour, to a dynamic interaction between landscape, 

architecture, time, the behaviours of people in particular places, and the cultural meanings 

attached to all of the above and their interaction.3 Space is ‘performative’; as Henri Lefebvre 

notes, both constituted by and productive of social relations.4 In this, urban space is not 

simply the city, but the interaction between urban geographies, the people that live in and 

move through the city, and the values attached to both and their interaction. For Catherine 

Creighton and other women, urban space was formed differently and held different 

meanings depending upon time of day, their gender and character, and where in the city 

they walked. Walking by the canal held different meanings and reflected upon moral 

behaviour in different ways than walking on Merrion-Square; while in turn, who walked where 

could impact upon how such areas were interpreted, whether it was the prostitutes who 

defined red-light districts or the working and middle-class neighbourhoods that were 

identified by the background of their inhabitants.5 The city therefore was not simply a map to 

be walked across, but a dynamic component of gender and class identity, implicated in the 

making of moral character. Similarly, time of day or night was an important component of 

urban space, with both the city and those within it changing as night fell.6 The same body 

might be read and rendered differently as time moved on: the respectable woman marked as 

sexually-available; the polite gentleman turned libertine. 

 The court case that arose after the seduction of Catherine Creighton provides a 

useful case study in exploring the ways that urban space was created through the interaction 

between the streets of the city and the gendered body. Seduction cases had a long history. 

In Ireland, as in England and Wales, they provided compensation to the parents or 

employers of seduced women for a loss of their services.7 Like annulments and legal 

separations, they had been tried in the ecclesiastical courts for centuries.8 There was, 

however, an alternative option of suing in the civil courts, and over the course of the 

eighteenth century, this became the most popular venue for such cases.9 Tales of seduction 



 

fascinated the eighteenth and early-nineteenth-century public, inspiring a genre of novels 

where the seduction of an innocent woman and her subsequent social fall was the central 

story arch.10 Such stories, as well as considerable moral commentary, filled the press of the 

period, with columns in newspapers, letters to the editor and numerous pamphlets and 

books. 

The narrative of seduction relied on a young, innocent female soiled by a calculating 

lover, who deprived her of her physical and emotional chastity by having her fall in love with 

him, but ultimately not marrying her.11 In both instances, as her chastity was ‘corrupted’, her 

marketability as a wife was compromised, but as importantly in a sentimental era, her 

innocence was lost. Catherine was the daughter of John Creighton, a Dublin slate merchant, 

recently bankrupted. She was one of nine surviving children, the second eldest child and 

eldest daughter. They lived on Grattan Street near the Dublin Grand Canal in one of three 

houses on the street that had been built by her father. Grattan Street was a new street in the 

wealthy south of the city, marking part of its outward expansion in the building of homes for 

the nobility, gentry and professions. As the child of an embarrassed businessman, she was 

both used to wealth and educated to her social class, but now lived with only one servant in 

the household, an old woman. Catherine was expected to run errands for her family where 

necessary, usually taking a younger sibling with her for company — and perhaps for 

protection.12 On one occasion, while out performing her filial duties, she met Henry 

Townsend.  

Over the next few weeks, they met regularly and promenaded across Dublin, before 

she finally agreed to accompany him to his barracks, where they had sex. She stayed there 

for three days, before her father tracked her down and threatened to sue Townsend. 

Townsend then turned her onto the street, after 9 p.m., and Catherine returned to her 

parent’s home. As a courtship that primarily happened during walks across the city, 

Catherine’s movements were the central focus of witness testimony during the trial, as the 

court attempted to assess the implications of her perambulations for her moral character and 

so to assess whether she was truly seduced. Through the subsequent court case, held in 



 

Dublin’s Court of Common Pleas in December 1816 and incorporating five witnesses, some 

of the most high-profile barristers of the age and a speech by Charles Phillips that was 

published across Britain (due to his claim that seduction was not native to Ireland), the often 

unspoken boundaries that shaped women’s movements in the city were explicitly articulated, 

allowing them to be mapped and observed.13    

 

Moving through the British city 

 

The difficulty that Lieutenant Allan Maclean had in trying articulate why both geography and 

time of day would justify the dishonourable seduction of a middle-class woman reflected the 

ambiguity of women’s place within the city during the long eighteenth century. The confusion 

felt by many eighteenth-century men and women as they negotiated the increasingly 

anonymous urban street and tried to distinguish the respectable from the rough is now 

commonly recognised in histories of the period.14 The problems that this caused for women, 

in particular, has been highlighted, as people found it increasingly difficult to differentiate 

between prostitutes and respectable women, leading to the plot device in novels where the 

eighteenth-century heroine found to her horror that she had befriended an immoral woman 

and been seduced into a brothel. In more everyday contexts, sexual harassment on the 

streets has been noted as commonplace experience of the era for women across social 

classes, while the ways that beautiful women used this to their advantages has also been 

noted.15 

 The relationship between ‘sex’, both in terms of gender and sexuality, and the city 

was a central concern of the era, with large cities and towns, most particularly London, but 

also Dublin, Bristol and similar places, causing anxiety for their corrupting potential.16 The 

sexual purity, particularly of young women, became a central focus for moral commentators 

on city life. The downward fall of the innocent ‘country’ girl as she arrived unprotected in 

town only to be seduced in her naivety by either a rake or brothel madam was a popular 

feature of novels, poetry and even purportedly ‘real life’ stories of seduction and suicide that 



 

filled the press. In such accounts, the sexual corruption of young women stood for wider 

social anxieties over the increasingly anonymous nature of the city, with its decline of 

community discipline, its disruption of clear and knowable social hierarchies, the 

intermingling of different ethnicities and nationalities, the introduction of new consumer 

goods and the threat of luxury, and the disruption to families as new opportunities dislocated 

the individual from their roots.17  

 In a number of seduction stories, the metaphor of movement was central to the 

imagining of the loss of innocence. While the male walker, epitomised in ‘The Rambler’ 

Samuel Johnson, was encouraged to roam the streets and so become acquainted with his 

urban environment, such familiarity with the urban was dangerously portent for women, who 

faced corruption through knowledge.18 It is telling that Betsey Warwick, the Female Rambler, 

whose adventures were novelised at the end of the century, walked about the city dressed 

as a man, while her escapades in female garb almost exclusively happened in convents.19 

Her maleness — and fascinatingly in the novel she is referred to as ‘he’ when in male 

clothing — acted as her protection when in public, ensuring that her chastity was never in 

question; when female, she needed to be contained in private for her safety. Several 

accounts reflected on the importance of travel and distance to understanding seduction, both 

in terms of the movement of women from the protection of their families and using their 

travel across the city as a metaphor for their moral decline. One article that appeared in the 

Caledonian Mercury in 1798 recorded the tragic story of a young girl taken by a family friend 

to a brothel, where she was ‘seduced’ before being returned home. The report noted that the 

girl and her seducer ‘went to the Circus, and on returning the girl frequently observed that 

she was sure the coach was going wrong’. This mistravelling across the city — the ‘going 

wrong’ — acted as a metaphor of both the girl’s physical and moral journey.20  

Similarly, in an 1810 news article of a Scots girl who eloped with her English lover, 

the journey south operated as a metaphor for her downfall. The Caledonian Mercury 

reported that: ‘He first took her to Carlisle, where he succeeded in triumphing over her virtue; 

from thence he proceeded to Whitehaven, and advanced by slow degrees to London. He 



 

never again talked of marriage, but became negligent and brutal in his conduct...’.21 When 

they arrived in London, he abandoned her: ‘Deceived and cheated out of her affections, 

deprived of her character and honour — deserted — pregnant — robbed of her money and 

her clothes — enfeebled by continued ill-usage and starvation — several hundred miles from 

her poor mother and friends’. The distance from her family acted to reinforce her downfall 

with physical distance in miles signifying how far she had travelled from her state of 

innocence, just as the journey south marked her tragic decline. In contrast, her saviour, at 

least in the short-term, was ‘a gentleman, who expressed great feeling for her situation, and 

pledged his word of honour to take a post chaise and convey her back to Hampton’. Her 

journey north acted as the beginning of her recovery.  

 

Mapping seduction 

 

It is within this context, where movement across the city acted as a metaphor for female 

corruption, that Catherine Matilda Creighton’s journeys across Dublin could come to act as a 

metaphor for her moral character during her seduction trial. In 1800, Dublin city had a 

population of 170,000, the largest city in the United Kingdom behind London. Like cities 

across the country, it was rapidly growing and had almost doubled to 318,000 by 1850. It 

was Ireland’s capital, home to its law courts, a major centre of trade, and an important port 

that linked the country to Empire. In the aftermath of the 1798 Irish rebellion, it was also a 

city that played host to a large and consistent military presence, housed across seven 

barracks that could hold up to 5,500 men.22 As a result, it was a city with an increasingly 

international population, incorporating those brought through trade and migration networks 

and as part of a military force that had recruited members from across the British Empire. 

Despite this demographic expansion, the first few decades of the nineteenth century were 

economically difficult. The Union of Ireland with Britain in 1800 had closed the Irish 

parliament and moved the political elite to London, leading to a downturn in trade, 

particularly for those that created luxury goods. This was exacerbated at the end of the 



 

Napoleonic War when renewed trade with Europe flooded Britain with cheap goods that 

priced the Irish out of the market. With no major industries, Dublin’s economy was unstable, 

experiencing recurrent economic depressions, leading to widespread un- and under-

employment.23  

 

<Insert Figure x.1 around here – full page if possible> 

<Caption/> Figure X.1: Samuel Neele, A plan of the city of Dublin as surveyed for the use of 

the divisional Justices (London: W. Faden, c. 1808-1820), Image Courtesy of the National 

Library of Ireland </Caption>  

 

 The layout of the city, in 1837 still only taking up five kilometres square, had been set 

in the previous century, where major building works had replaced narrow medieval streets 

with large Georgian promenades and brick terraces.24 Like in many British cities, rich and 

poor had traditionally lived alongside each other, but population expansion and the building 

works of the late eighteenth century had started to demarcate space along classed lines 

(although the small area that the city encompassed ensured that such neighbourhoods sat 

cheek to jowl). Catherine lived in the wealthy south-east district (Division 4 in Figure X.1), 

alongside the nobility, gentry and liberal professions (many of whom had moved from the city 

centre, leaving their Georgian tenements for the poor). Above her, in the north-east (Division 

3) lived the mercantile and ‘official’ (civil servant) classes. The old medieval city (Division 5 

around the castle area) had traditionally been home to the aristocracy, but in 1816, was 

increasingly occupied by less wealthy families and tradespeople. The south-west (Division 5 

& 6), ‘formerly the seat of the woollen and silk manufactures’ was in ‘a state of lamentable 

dilapidation, bordering on ruin’ in 1837, housing many of the more economically precarious. 

The poorest area however was the north-west, across the river, the location of the Royal 

Barracks and Smithfields, which presented ‘striking indications of poverty’ in that same 

year.25 Over the early nineteenth century, without the economic resources to continue 

building works and a growing population, Dublin became seriously over-crowded and slum 



 

housing became a significant problem.26 Catherine’s father’s bankruptcy was situated 

against this economic backdrop, a context that allowed his situation to be viewed in a 

considerably more sympathetic light by a jury of his Dublin peers, than it might at other 

times.27 Henry Townsend, in contrast, was a military interloper in a city where such 

intervention continued to chafe.28 

 Henry Townshend was a Welsh Lieutenant in the 41st Regiment stationed at the 

Great George Street Barracks in Dublin.29 He was about twenty-one years old at the time of 

these events, having taken a commission in 1812. Townshend never married, becoming a 

career soldier, eventually rising to Colonel and inheriting his father’s estate of Trevelyan in 

Denbighshire, Wales, after his eldest brother, John’s, decease.30 When Townshend came to 

court in 1816, he brought with him fellow officers that lived in the same barracks, including 

Allan Maclean, a Canadian of Scots parentage; Benoit Bender, a French Canadian who 

described himself as ‘North American’, and James Lewis Hill, who was probably Scottish.31 

They had all been stationed in Canada during the War of 1812 (between the US and Britain), 

and had arrived in Dublin with their regiment in April 1816. Henry was also supported in 

court by his brother Thomas, who was then living in Liverpool (the fact that he died three 

years later in Calcutta may indicate that he was a merchant; it was a truly international 

family, as a third brother had emigrated to Australia).32 Thomas testified exclusively to 

Henry’s age and income.  

 As a group, they embodied the glamorous cosmopolitanism that military officers 

suggested to early nineteenth-century audiences; they were the sorts of men who excited 

Jane Austen’s young female characters.33 They were the men that reminded society of 

female desire and its dangers, threatening chastity and innocence. Moreover, in this case, 

the men’s ‘foreignness’, and that they were in Ireland as an occupying force, heightened the 

threat they posed to Dublin’s daughters. As a result, while it was ultimately Catherine’s moral 

character at stake, these military gentleman were also required to walk carefully, showing 

that their steps remained with the boundary of honourable manhood.34 It is notable, 

however, how quickly these men learned the physical and moral topographies of Dublin city. 



 

Within months of arriving, they were able not only to flirt with women on Dublin’s streets but 

use that information strategically in court – perhaps reflective of an education bought through 

similar experiences at home and in Empire.   

 Throughout the trial, Catherine’s movements across the city were central evidence; 

they were used to support her claims of respectability and Henry’s claims that she was ‘a 

woman of loose character’. Benoit Bender’s testimony serves as an example of how 

witnesses were pressed on this issue. He was asked:  

Q. Where did you walk to? 

A. From what she told me, we were within three or four hundred yards of her home.  

Q. When did you see her again, where did you see her? 

A. In George’s-street.35 ...  

Q. Where did you walk with them?  

A. We walked around Merrion-square  

Q. How long did you continue walking? 

A. As I said I believe until a little after nine o’clock, when we parted. ... I had 

appointed to meet her in Hamilton’s-row, and saw her in George’s Street ... I drew 

back to the gate where I saw her at the corner of George’s street.  

Q. ... Did you see her then?  

A. We passed into a street, upon the other side, before you go into Dame-street, a 

narrow lane  ...  

Q. Which way did she go?  

A. Somewhere near College-Green, towards the Barracks.  

Q. And she walked with you, as far as College-green?  

A. Yes, Sir.36  

Similar narratives of movement were central features of all the major witnesses’ testimonies.  

 

<Insert Figure x.2 around here. Large enough to read streets. > 

<Caption/> Figure x.2: Detail of Neele, A plan of the city of Dublin. </Caption> 



 

 Such accounts were more than a simple accounting of Catherine’s movement. 

Through having her walk in both respectable and non-respectable streets at hours of the 

evening where respectable women should not be walking alone, the mapping of Catherine’s 

movement became implicated in her moral character. Catherine lived on Grattan Street 

(unmarked on Figure x.2, but sits at the top-right of Merrion-Square, between Lower Mount 

Street and Artichoke Road, parallel to Holles Street), a short walk from the Grand Canal that 

acted, at this time, as Dublin’s southern boundary, framing the lower part of the city. Most of 

her movement takes place in the main shopping district and wealthy south-east. Great 

George Street, where the barracks were located, acted as the boundary of her movement 

inwards to the city centre (see top left of Figure x.2, beneath Dame Street and parallel to the 

castle). Catherine located most of her courtship with Townshend on the banks of the Canal, 

which she walked to run errands for her father. She also described meeting him when 

walking to St Andrew’s Street (top centre of x.2; beneath Dame Street, on the boundary line 

for Division 4/5) to take a message to a businessman and, on the night she was taken to the 

barracks and seduced, she described how she was walking to Abbey Street, across the 

Carlisle-bridge to collect books from a friend (on the mercantile sector of the north-bank, 

Division 3 of Figure x.1). She also admitted to having met Townshend and his friends on 

several occasions while she was promenading in Merrion-Square park. Catherine’s account 

always safely located her on busy main roads, where businesses were located, carefully 

skirting the red-light district in Temple Bar (Between Dame Street and the river, top left of 

figure x.2), as well as the smaller areas that housed prostitutes near most of the city 

barracks, such as on Digges Lane and Dame Street (Digges Lane is described on Figure 

X.2 as ‘Great Alley’, running beneath Drury Lane, left of Division 4/5 boundary line).37  

 Her journey encircles Dublin’s city centre, but her only incursion inwards was when 

taken by Townshend on the fateful day of her seduction. Moreover, almost all of her travels 

fall within Division 4 of Samuel Neale’s map of Dublin (c.1808, Figure x.1).38 Neale’s six 

divisions refer to the administrative divisions of the police court, established by the 1808 

Dublin Police Magistrate’s Act, and may suggest that, while partially lines of convenience, 



 

they were significant in shaping the public’s relationship with city geography.39 Whether it 

was coincidental or reflective of imagined boundaries within urban space, mapping 

Catherine’s movement against Neale’s map highlights how curtailed her travels were — she 

remained not only on particular streets but within a relatively small area of the city. At 

average modern walking speeds, Catherine was never more than twenty to twenty-five 

minutes from home. Far from an urban flâneur, Catherine’s experience of the city was 

restricted, familiar and repetitive; if she is to be believed, it was also productive — to run 

errands — rather than leisured. 

 Allan Maclean’s testimony not only confirms Catherine’s account, but also attempts 

to widen her sphere of movement, noting that they walked around Merrion-square together, 

and that he saw her on both Dame Street and York Street (the latter runs west of St 

Stephen’s Green at the boundary of Division 4/5 of Figure x.1). He also observed that when 

he met her for the first time on the canal, it was by the horse barracks (marked as 

‘Portobello’ at the southern end of the Division 4/5 boundary line of Figure x.1).40 As 

suggested in the testimony that opened this paper, Merrion-square was an ambiguous 

space. An up and coming elite area, twenty-years later it would be the height of 

respectability, and it was certainly progressing towards that reputation in 1816. Later in the 

century, it was a known location for prostitution after dark, perhaps taking advantage of the 

wealthy clientele that lived in the area. There is no evidence that Merrion-square had a 

particular reputation for prostitution in 1816, but, the idea that a woman would walk there in 

the evening ‘unprotected’ seemed to cause some concerns for Maclean.41  

Catherine’s respectability was also challenged by placing her on Dame Street, a 

major thoroughfare but one that bordered the red-light district and had a reputation for 

streetwalkers in the evening, and on York Street, which was in the centre of the red-light 

district that was bounded by Aungier Street and St Stephen’s Green (centre left of figure 

x.2).42 This was also noted in Benoit Bender’s testimony who testified not only to seeing her 

in Dame Street, but in ‘a narrow lane’ leading from it.43 Moreover to get to York Street, by 

either of the routes that Catherine acknowledged walking, would have taken Catherine past 



 

one of the barracks. Catherine consistently denied being near the barracks, except for when 

she was taken to Great George Street by Henry. All of the men testifying placed her in the 

streets around them. 

 Maclean puts their first meeting outside the Portobello barracks by the Canal.44 Hill 

not only has Catherine skirting the red-light district in walking her by St Stephen’s Green to 

the top end of the main shopping centre of Grafton Street, but also positioned her outside 

the main entrance to the Great George Street barracks. Moreover, Hill testified to escorting 

her out of the barracks after her seduction and, upon asking her where she would go, 

claimed that she replied that she would go to her friend at Arbour-hill (Division 1 of Figure 

X.1, just above the river and beneath the market garden).45 Arbour-hill was the location of 

the Royal Barracks, the largest in Dublin, and would have required Catherine to traverse 

both the red-light district and the poor area of Smithfield alone (Division 1 of Figure X.1). 

While Hill did not explicitly state that she was going to visit another soldier, he did his best to 

highlight the problematic nature of this decision noting: ‘I left her under the impression that 

she would go in the dusk of evening, either to her friend at Arbour-hill or to her father’.46 The 

‘dusk of evening’ acted to situate Catherine, like her movements on the boundaries of red-

light districts, at the edge of respectability, neither pure not entirely fallen — perhaps 

suggesting that her decision on where to go (either to her friend or her father) acted as a 

moral tipping-point for the seduced woman. Catherine testified that she went straight home 

after the events at the barracks, where she sought protection from her mother.47  

While the men in this story are happy to admit that they observed Catherine in some 

of the less respectable areas, such as York Street or Dame Street, or outside of the 

barracks, when they escort her, they also skirt the problematic areas of the town — if 

walking considerably closer than Catherine would attempt alone. In doing so, they tried to 

locate Catherine’s corruption as a personal failing, rather than a symptom of their own rakish 

behaviours, acknowledging the importance of protecting vulnerable, middle-class women to 

male honour during the period — a role that the all-male jury were being asked to perform 

during the trial when they passed judgement on their behaviour.48 They also reinforced a 



 

double standard, where male sexual character was considerably more resilient than their 

female counterparts, allowing them greater freedom of movement and activity.49 For both 

sides of this dispute however, the city was implicated in character and movements across it 

acted to define its occupants.  

 

Gender, morality and urban space: a conclusion 

 

A fascinating case study, the case of Creighton v. Townshend allows a number of 

conclusions. It provides insight into the ways that middle-class women’s movements in the 

city were constrained, with respectable women not only having to avoid ‘disreputable’ areas, 

but also often having to provide considerable distance between those areas and themselves 

as they walked through the city. In small cities like Dublin, where respectable and 

disreputable areas overlapped, this could cause significant difficulties, especially for women 

like Catherine, who did not have male protection. The case reinforces the importance of time 

of day to how women’s movements were read, with darkness creating a curfew for women. It 

provides insight into how men ‘read’ women on the street, and the confusion created for men 

when they found ‘respectable’ women in places, or at times, where they were not expected 

to be. Yet, such confusion may have been more legal justification than reality. While both 

Maclean and Hill blamed Catherine for the attention that she got by saying that ‘she smiled’ 

at them, Bender, when asked ‘What induced you to speak to her?’, answered, ‘Nothing but 

her being female, I went up and spoke to her’.50 

In a seduction suit that focused on the vulnerability of an innocent woman as she 

travelled across Dublin, Catherine’s movements became a metaphor for her morality. Both 

Catherine and the male officers hoped to use her placement in the city as evidence of her 

character, with the reputation of particular streets directly informing Catherine’s own 

reputation as she walked upon them. As many streets acted as boundaries between areas 

with different reputations, as well as main thoroughfares often playing host to people from all 

walks of life, this could create a sense of ambiguity about the nature of the character of the 



 

women that used them. In this particular case, this ambiguity was deliberately employed by 

Townshend’s fellow officers, who were not trying to suggest that Catherine was a working 

prostitute — something that would have strained the imagination of the male jury given her 

age, social class and location within her father’s household — but rather to locate her ‘of 

loose character’, that is, as a woman of respectable social background but without 

appropriate morality. The corruption of innocence threatened by the city was not always 

absolute, but rather the city became implicated in the making of character, with corruption 

the risk that operated to constrain middle-class women’s activities within it. 

Urban space then was created in the intersection between these gendered bodies, 

their movements through the streets of the city, and the meanings attached to both. As such, 

urban space was a gendered space, a moral space, and a fluid space, shifting over the 

course of the day and with the various bodies that moved through it. Catherine and her 

lover’s perambulations vested the city with desire and in turn the city informed how that 

desire was understood by the couple, their families and friends, and ultimately, the legal 

system. In this, urban space was a performative space, serving to define and construct the 

identity of both the city and its inhabitants. The city corrupted because it was not just a map 

to walk across, but an active performer in the making of the gendered self. Catherine’s father 

was awarded £750 damages for the seduction of his daughter. 
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